FOSTER CARE AGREEMENT

Clear Form

This agreement is entered into on _______________________ for __________________________
by and between Doberman Rescue of Nevada (hereinafter DRNV), a non-profit Nevada corporation,
and _________________________________________________ (hereinafter Foster) who resides
at ______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________State_____________________ ZIP ___________
Telephone __________________________________ Cell Phone ___________________________
Email ____________________________ Driver’s License State/Number _____________________
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8
9.
10.
11.

Foster agrees to care for a rescue dog for a limited time during which the foster will give kind and loving care to the
dog and provide the dog with a stable home environment.
Foster understands that DRNV has done an initial evaluation of the dog’s overall temperament and health. With the
foster’s assistance, a more detailed evaluation will occur over time. Therefore, the foster needs to take all due care
to protect himself or herself and others who may come into contact with the dog.
Foster will not hold DRNV responsible for damage to property or harm to persons caused by any fostered dog that
is the property of the rescue.
DRNV will be responsible for any veterinary care charges incurred for the fostered dog, but only if such care has
been authorized, except in an extreme emergency.
Foster agrees to provide transportation for the fostered dog in an emergency to a veterinarian, trainer or other
places when necessary. DRNV agrees to provide all necessary support.
Foster understands that DRNV will not be responsible for any injury or illness contracted by any other pet(s) not
belonging to the rescue.
Foster agrees that any dog fostered is owned solely by and is the property of DRNV and that the Foster will not
remove any dog entrusted to him/her from the primary residence of the Foster or dispose of any such dog in any
manner without prior approval from DRNV.
Foster will return the fostered dog to DRNV upon request.
Foster has a right to refuse or accept any dog.
DRNV agrees to hold the Foster harmless for accident or injury to any rescue dog in his/her care, except in cases
of negligence on the part of the Foster.
Foster agrees that Dog will wear DRNV collar and name ID tag at all times.

______________________________
Foster Signature

______________________________
Foster Print Name

______________________________
Foster Signature

______________________________
Foster Print Name

___________________________
DRNV Representative
Doberman Rescue of Nevada is the sole owner of the information collected on this site/form.
We do not sell, share or rent information to others in ways different from what is disclosed in this agreement.
Doberman Rescue of Nevada does not collect any personal information whatsoever.
If you choose to share personal information via some form of correspondence, such information will not be sold, shared or rented to others.
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